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Shades of the forest

a. RESIN BOWLS

c. SYCAMORE SWIRL LINENS

Objets d’art aglow with texture. These handmade resin
bowls reflect the play of light like art glass, without the
weight or fragility. Fill the hollow-walled bowls with
botanicals or seasonal elements, or place a candle
inside to let interior textures shine through. In Olive,
Orange and Natural. Not intended for food use.
Made in Belgium.

A new spin on autumn table dressing. Stylized
sycamore seeds swirl across our retro-inspired table
runner and generously sized napkins. Richly colored
weave is 100% cotton. Made in USA.

G453522, 15 2⁄3" diameter x 7 3⁄4" high, $98.00

b. FALL FOREST TABLE ACCESSORIES

b
a
OLIVE

The ideal dining companions. A golden olive wood
grain veneer over resilient cork base decoratively pads
plates and glasses and protects tabletops. Hand
washing recommended.

RUNNER, 72" long x 14" wide, G453571, $38.00
NAPKINS, 20" square, set of four, G453548, $40.00

d. VITA BAMBOO AIR PURIFIER

A versatile gift from the Orient. Charred bamboo
sticks remove odors, repel insects, keep plants moist,
and more! Use as a deodorizer in the car, fridge, or
bathroom. Large glass hurricane (described at right)
displays sculptural branches wherever you want to
freshen the air.

PLACE MATS, set of four, 13" long x 11 3⁄4" wide,

BAMBOO PURIFIER SET, set of 20 sticks, each 19 3⁄4" long,

G456749, $48.00

G453118, $18.00

COASTERS, set of four, 4 ⁄2" long x 4" wide,

COPPER
OLIVE

OLIVE FROSTED

e. LOTUS HURRICANE

STARLIGHT GLASSES, Clear, Topaz or Emerald,

Subtly curved, handblown vases capture your
favorite blooms, pillar candles or air-purifying
bamboo sticks in clear-glass beauty.

G419705, each, $24.00

LARGE LOTUS GLASS HURRICANE (shown above), 7"

1

G456756, $18.00

diameter (4 1⁄2" opening) x 10" high, G454892, $22.00
SMALL LOTUS GLASS HURRICANE, 5" diameter (3 1⁄2" at

top) x 7 1⁄2" high, G454884, $12.00
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g. TRAVERTINE CONSOLE TABLE

Simply dramatic. Red travertine stone heats up indoor or
outdoor decor, in an entryway, living area or on the
patio. The swirled stone top, naturally sealed to protect
against spills, harmonizes with the table’s clean lines.
Café-colored metal frame is powder coated. 54" long x
17H" wide x 30" high.
G457713, $698.00 ($60)

COPPER

1006

f. LONG NECK VASES

These swan-necked vases seem to lean like tree
trunks, whispering autumn secrets to each other.
Organically shaped in muted fall hues, they give
artistic expression to your favorite cut blooms or
foliage. Handblown using traditional methods, in
four colors and two finishes. Made in Russia.
SHINY OLIVE, 12 1⁄2" high, G453142, $38.00
MATTE COPPER, 18" high, G453167, $58.00
SHINY NATURAL, 21" high, G453159, $78.00
MATTE OLIVE FROSTED, 25" high, G453134, $118.00
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